
  

 

                                                                 Request form 

Shrinkable assembly bends 

 

 
 

CUSTOMER NOT STANDARD PRODUCT REQUEST FORM 

Shrinkable assembly bends angles - ≤45° 

Product drawing  

 

 

*D1 - outer PE casing diameter on which assembly bend will be shrinked  

 

 

 

Item no -  D1* a1 – 
angle  

QTY 
(pcs) 

wall thickness (please 
underline your choice) 

No of 
segments 

 

L1 

mm 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra    



  

 

                                                                 Request form 

Shrinkable assembly bends 

 

 
 

 

CUSTOMER NOT STANDARD PRODUCT REQUEST FORM 

Shrinkable assembly bends >45° 

Product drawing  

 

 

*D1 - outer PE casing diameter on which assembly bend will be shrinked  

Item no -  D1* a1 - 
angle 

QTY 
(pcs) 

wall thickness 
(please underline 

your choice) 

No of 
segments 

 

L1 L2 L3-L4 

mm mm mm 
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will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 

will be given by Belmaflex     standard / extra     will be given by BFL 


